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Annur tahfizh house is one of the many tahfizh houses in Banjarmasin. It has 

been led by Fakhrie Hanief since 2017 ago. This tahfizh house has many programs 

such as the tahsîn of tartily banjary, the tahfizh activity, and the murâja’ah activity 

that is held in every meeting day. Besides in the tahsîn program, this tahfizh house 

paying attention and improves the students' memorization too, either in quality 

neither in quantity. However, the main focus that oriented in this tahfizh house is on 

its murâja’ah activity. Even so, this tahfizh house still pays attention to the increase 

in the quantity of memorization of its students. This research aims to know about the 

method or steps in memorizing the Quran and to find out about the management 

system in murâja’ah the Quran applied by Annur tahfizh house. The type of this 

research is field research. Its located on Pramuka Street, Rt. 09, Rw. 01, No. 10, 

Pemurus Luar, East Banjarmasin District, Banjarmasin City. This research uses 

descriptive qualitative methodology. The data collection techniques are interview, 

observation, and documentation. While, the data analysis technique through several 

steps are summarized and sort out the data, classify and present the data, and describe 

the data descriptively. 

The results of this research are: (1) The memorizing method of the Quran 

applied in Annur tahfizh house is the talqîn method in general, seeing from the 

similarity of patterns in the process of memorizing activities applied there. However, 

the researcher did not find any special methods that the tahfizh house belonging in 

memorizing activity. (2) The murâja’ah system applied in that tahfizh house had 

divided into several patterns are murâja’ah with friends, murâja’ah with teachers, 

and murâja’ah as their homework with sûra that have been determined by each group 

teacher and written in the student achievement book. Also, the tahfizh house has a 

special day of murâja’ah for repeating all the learning materials include the 

memorization of the Quran at every 5
th

,10
th

 meeting, and its multiples. 


